**THE HYPOGEUM AND ITS PATHS**

Urban Trekking, just a “step away” from Verona

**The Trails**

**Piccolo Stelvio**
- Easy
- Suitable for everyone
- 40’
- 162 m
- 131 m

**Monte Cucco**
- Challenging
- Long initial climb, sometimes rough
- 2h 20’
- 320 m
- 442 m
- 23%

**Coltreville**
- Long route
- Medium
- 3h 10’
- 196 m
- 305 m
- 11%

**La Pontara**
- Long demanding climb
- Medium
- 1h 55’
- 170 m
- 335 m
- 20%

**Il Tornandrio**
- Steep descent
- Medium
- 1h 15’
- 176 m
- 297 m
- 11%

**Sentiero di Venere**
- Flat path
- Very easy
- 55’
- 60 m
- 305 m
- 6%

**Il Tornandrio**
- Steep descent
- Medium
- 1h 15’
- 176 m
- 297 m
- 11%

**Santuario di San Vincenzo**
- Shrine of S. Vincenzo
- 17

**Monte Cucco**
- Challenging
- Long initial climb, sometimes rough
- 2h 20’
- 320 m
- 442 m
- 23%

**Piccolo Stelvio**
- “Marogne” e Big Bench
- “Marogne” e Big Bench

**Cultural Points of Interest**

- Hypogeum
- S.M. in Stelle church
- Old wash house
- Villa La Losa
- Contrada I Casai
- San Donato
- Shrine of S. Vincenzo
- Contrada Monte Cucco
- XVII cent. shrine
- Sesano Monastery
- “Il Ghetto” hamlet
- Villa Ca’ Vendri
- Church of Vendri
- Pilato megalith
- Villa Balladoro - Malfatti
- Olivetani houses

**Naturalistic Points of Interest**

- Piccolo Stelvio “Sentiero Natura”
- “Marogne” e Big Bench
- Querce Secolari
- Fontana delle Streghe

**Commercial Activities**

- Alpini
- Trattoria al Pantheon
- Corte Figaretto
- Terre di Stelle
- Azienda Agricola Perigo
- Frantoio Salvagno

**Key**

- Water Point
- Osservazione Point
- Asphalt road
- Road marked
- Unmarked trails
- Trail
- Recommended direction
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**Urban Trekking**

- 0 m 125 m 250 m 500 m
The Hypogeum is the fulcrum of the journey! The six routes chosen all start and end from the square in Santa Maria in Stelle, touching different points of interest: cultural, naturalistic and recreational. The timing varies from 55 minutes to 3 hours, and the trails are not particularly difficult for excursions.

Ecotourism, Healthy fun while respecting the environment.

“THE HYPOGEOUM AND ITS PATHS” map was created by the Hypogeum Volunteer Youth Group to aid visits to the Hypogeum and to promote the area. The map is an easy and accessible tool for everyone who wishes to combine a visit to the Hypogeum with a walk through the hills. It is an opportunity to go trekking just outside Verona, which will allow you to discover an area rich in culture and naturalistic landscapes with authentic food.

All roads lead to the Hypogeum

You are free to roam wherever you want! The paths once taken are not binding.

You can choose your direction, detours and shortcuts, just follow the map and pay attention to the signs.

How to get

From the city center of Verona
By car 20’
By bus 20’
By bike 35’

Parking area
Parking spaces are limited, so as not to block the streets of the village, we recommend parking in:
The car park next to Baite degli Alpi and the playground. Via Giuseppe Silvestri 27, Verona
Parking area to the right of the church square.

The Hypogeum of Santa Maria in Stelle (commonly known as “the Pantheon”) is an archaeological site and a place of Christian worship; the only one of its kind.

The Hypogeum, from the Greek ὑπό «below» and γῆ «ground», owes its name to its conformation: the site presents itself as an underground temple branching out below the parish church of Santa Maria Assunta.

It was first built to be a Roman aqueduct and has undergone many changes over the centuries: from a nymphaeum dedicated to worshipping water to a baptismal font, well as being a destination for medieval pilgrimages.

Its frescoes are precious, dating back to the 4th and 5th centuries A.D.: they are unique for their style, originality and excellent state of preservation.

The site is extremely delicate, we therefore kindly ask you to check the visitors’ information (days, times, maximum number of visitors and costs) on our www.ipogeostelle.it.